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Abstract:
In 2010 the Irish second level mathematics curriculum underwent a period of significant change when a new
mathematics curriculum was introduced. Some preliminary research has been carried out into the impact, if any, that
this mathematics curriculum is having on students mathematics performance which have suggested that students’
procedural skills are declining year on year however their problem solving skills may have improved (Treacy and
Faulkner 2015). Additional research in this area also highlighted that students willingness to engage in problem
solving activities may have improved (Prendergast et al 2017). However preliminary analysis on the impact of the
reformed mathematics curriculum, if any, on students’ performance in higher education noted that further research
was needed in this area to definitively establish what is happening. This research therefore aims to explicitly
determine whether the procedural and problem solving skills of beginning undergraduates are changing over time
as a result of the reformed mathematics curriculum introduced in second level education. A paper based diagnostic
test designed and developed is used in an attempt to determine this. This paper will detail the piloting of this
diagnostic test with a group of higher education students in the Irish context.
Keywords: diagnostic testing, procedural skills, problem solving skills, undergraduate maths education.

Introduction
The last decade has seen significant changes to mathematics education at second level in Ireland with
the introduction of a new mathematics curriculum entitled ‘Project Maths’ (PM) being rolled out on a
phased basis since 2010 (Prendergast et al., 2017). This change to mathematics education in Ireland
was brought about with the intention of engaging students with problem solving activities which
would elicit real understanding of mathematical content and promote engagement with the
mathematical content being addressed in the classroom. This was to replace a previous system which
focussed primarily on traditional procedural approaches to teaching mathematics which was
predominately teacher centred (Hourigan and O’Donoghue 2007).
Irish students’ poor performance on an international platform in mathematics (Humphreys 2015) was
one of the main incentives to change the emphasis of the teaching and learning of mathematics in
second level education. In addition longitudinal research published which detailed that Irish second
level students’ performance in basic mathematical skills on entry to third level education was in
steady decline since 1998 contributed to the need for change in second level mathematics (Faulkner et
al., 2010; Gill et al., 2010; Faulkner et al., 2014).
Although the introduction of PM in second level schools in Ireland is in its infancy, Treacy and
Faulkner (2015) found that students’ basic mathematical skills on entry to third level education,
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between 2003 and 2013, had declined. This research therefore included students’ pre and post the
introduction of the new curriculum at second level demonstrating that in the initial stages of the
introduction of PM students basic mathematical skills were still declining. Treacy and Faulkner (2015)
however did find some positive outcomes within their research which suggested that students’
problem solving skills may have improved over this time period. The tool that was used to measure
problem solving skills over time within this research was not extensive enough to make a stronger
claim that that.
Additional research carried out by Prendergast et al., (2017) looked into lecturers’ perceptions of the
change, if any, in students’ mathematical performances post the new curriculum in secondary school
being introduced. The findings noted that lecturers’ perceived students procedural skills to be getting
progressively weaker on entry. However they felt that this was matched with an increased
willingness to engage in problem solving activities with unfamiliar problems that was not present
with previous cohorts of students beginning their undergraduate studies prior to the introduction of
PM.
Literature Review
Problem Solving in Mathematics
Both educationalist and economists alike have long supported and acknowledged the need and value
in having students and citizens who can problem solve in mathematics as well as in the workplace in
general (IBEC 2015).
The desire to teach students for understanding so that they can develop the skills necessary to
problem solve in a mathematical context has also been documented in the education literature
(Perkins 1993). However it has never been deemed a straight forward task to improve teaching
instruction and indeed students’ ability to problem solve in a mathematical context. Problem solving
has often been likened to the weather; more talked about than it is predicted, controlled or
understood (Kilpatrick 1969).
Despite the lack of clear understanding in terms of what exactly constitutes mathematical problem
solving and how it can be taught, it is clearly something that is extensively sought after both by
employers and higher education institutions (CBI 2006; NCETM 2009; Vordermann et al., 2011;
Walport et al 2010). This is partially due to these skills not being at the disposal of many schools
leavers (ACT 2006; Toner 2011; Jones et al., 2014). Research also highlights issues around students’
ability to transfer the mathematical skills they have mastered in their formal education to work place
situations or for the study of further mathematics (Treilibs 1979). Many countries, such as Ireland, are
therefore attempting to change their mathematics curricula at second level education in an attempt to
overcome such issues and ensure that students are developing the necessary problem solving skills
for success in further study and future work (OECD 2009; QCA 2008; Rocard 2007; Soh 2008).
In a mathematical context problem solving can be defined in many different ways and can mean
different things depending on the context and culture within which the term is used (Schoenfeld
1992). McClure (2013) highlights this also as she discussed the different ways in which a ‘problem’
can be defined and as a result the different meanings that ‘problem solving’ can have. McClure (2013)
outlines what she sees as the two extreme ends of the problem solving scale in terms of how it has
and can be defined:
1. The less extreme end of the problem solving scale is defined by a focus on solving a set of
‘problems’ by using an already practiced technique. Generally this involves the teacher
introducing a problem along with the technique needed to solve the problem. Students in
turn engage in several different problems using this same demonstrated technique. The focus
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of this type of problem solving is to complete a group of similar predictable problems in
order to develop a specific skill.
2. The more extreme end of the scale describes problem solving as engaging in real problems
through: guessing, discovering, and making sense of mathematics. This description of
problem solving is in line with Polya (1945) interpretation in which real problems in the
definition do not have to be ‘real world’ applications necessarily but can be problems within
mathematics itself. An important feature of this type of problem solving, which distinguishes
it from the first type outlined above, is that the problems have to be non-routine and
unfamiliar to the student. To sum up it involves the following:
 Seeking solutions rather than memorising procedures
 Exploring patterns rather than memorising formulas and
 Formulating conjectures, not just doing practice questions.
Although there are many other discussions and interpretations of problem solving the two outlined
here give an overview of the two extreme ends of the scale according to existing literature in the area.
The next section outlines where the PM curriculum falls in terms of its definition of problem solving.
Irish Second Level Mathematics Education and Problem Solving
Project Maths and Problem Solving
The Project Maths syllabi outline problem solving in the following way:
“Problem Solving means engaging in a task for which the solution is not immediately
obvious. Problem solving is integral to mathematical learning. In day-to-day life and in the
workplace the ability to problem solve is a highly advantageous skill. In the mathematics
classroom problem solving should not be met in isolation, but should permeate all aspects of
the teaching and learning experience. Problems may concern purely mathematical matters or
some applied context.”
The Irish second level mathematics syllabi therefore intends for teachers (and other stakeholders) to
view problem solving in line with Polya’s (1945) interpretation of it. The curriculum could therefore
be seen to have moved from a focus on problem solving which aims to solve a set of ‘problems’ by
using an already practiced technique (McClure 2013) to that which is outlined by Polya (1945) in
which students are to engage with real problem solving with unfamiliar problems through guessing,
discovering and making sense of mathematics.
The Programme for International Students Assessment (PISA) (2012) technical report details how its
aim was to place emphasis “on everyday problem situations that often arise when interacting with an
unfamiliar device (such as a ticket vending machine, air-conditioning system, or mobile phone) for
the first time” (OECD 2014; p.34). The Project Maths curriculum can therefore also be linked to PISA
and its theoretical underpinnings when it comes to developing questions for and assessing problem
solving within the second level curriculum. The PISA report also states that it aims to examine what
students can reproduce in addition to what they can extrapolate from and apply mathematics to
unfamiliar situations (OECD 2014).
The theoretical underpinnings of Project Maths can therefore be aligned with aspects of PISA
andPolya’s (1945) conceptions of problem solving. Bearing this in mind the next section outlines the
means through which problem solving was measured within this research.
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Methodology
Diagnostic Testing: Measuring Problem Solving
The tool used to measure students problem solving and procedural skills in mathematics was a
diagnostic test (see Appendix 1). The pilot of this tool involved testing students’ skills on entry to
undergraduate education as well as on entry to an access foundation programme both based in the X
institution, Ireland. The access foundation programme is a one year preparatory programme which
upon successfully completion allows students to gain access to undergraduate education. It aims to
support students from lower socio economic backgrounds who are often mature and have been out of
formal education for many years (Note: a mature student can be defined as any students who is 23
years of age or older (Citizen Information board 2014)). All students tested within this preliminary
research were either at the beginning of an engineering undergraduate programme or planning on
pursuing an engineering undergraduate programme the following year (access students).
Internationally, diagnostic testing is used to measure undergraduate students’ skills on entry to
higher education (Lawson 1997; Faulkner et al., 2010; Malcolm and McCoy 2007). This type of testing
allows an institution to profile an incoming cohort of students in terms of mathematical
strengths/weaknesses as well as providing information in terms of what mathematics remediation
may be needed to support particular students to be successful.
The Instrument: How was the Diagnostic Test Designed?
The diagnostic test was designed by four mathematics educators across two higher education
institutions in Ireland. The test was designed to compare students’ problem solving skills with their
procedural skills. The test was piloted using students beginning their undergraduate studies
in/aiming to begin their undergraduate studies in an engineering focussed programme. When the test
was designed a number of controls were used to ensure that it was fit for purpose. All of these
controls enabled the design team of four to determine suitable questions for the diagnostic test. For
instance the prototype of the test was critically examined by five mathematics education specialists
from universities around Ireland and the feedback from this was incorporated into the test. The
procedural and problem solving questions on the test were almost exclusively selected from the
Project Maths curriculum so that performance in each section of the test is being examined according
to what the Project Maths development team have deemed problem solving to be and not any other
interpretation of problem solving.

What does the Diagnostic Test consist of?
The test is divided into two sections: Procedural questions (Section A) and problem solving questions
(Section B). Both sections consists of 9 questions with 2 questions having a part (a) and (b) (11
question in total). Each question in section A of the test is paired with a question in section B i.e. the
paired questions require the same procedural skill(s) to successfully complete them with the section B
questions also involving some real world context. All of the section B questions have been taken from
past Junior and Leaving Certificate examinations from both the ordinary and the higher level courses.
The Junior and Leaving Certificate examinations are the formal assessments students sit in their
second level education after 3 and 5 years respectively. Students are offered mathematics at Junior
and Leaving Certificate at three different levels of difficulty; foundation level, ordinary level and
higher level. Problem solving in this case is therefore as per the PM interpretation of the concept in an
examination paper context.
Data Analysis
All data from the diagnostic tests were analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (Version
22.0) in each section A and B of the diagnostic test. Independent samples t-tests were used to test for
statistically significant differences between the mean performances of participants with different
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demographic backgrounds. Chi-Squared tests were used to test for statistically significant
associations between the qualitative variables. A 5% level of significance was used for all tests and no
adjustments were made for multiple testing.
Respondents
Within this pilot study 87 students undertook the test. Of these students 34.5% (30) were access
foundation programme students and 65.5% (57) were first year undergraduate students enrolled in an
engineering programme.
Findings
Students mean performance in each section of the diagnostic test were examined and results found
that the entire group (access and engineering) performed statistically significantly better in the section
A (𝑥̅ = 57.2), the procedural section, when compared to section B, the problem solving section, of the
test (𝑥̅ = 32.3) (p<0.001).
A comparison of the performance of access against engineering students was also carried out to see if
there were significant differences in their performance in each section. This revealed that engineering
students performance was statistically significantly better in both sections of the paper when
compared with access students (p<0.001). This is somewhat expected as the access students have been
out of formal education for many years.
Further analysis of the engineering students exclusively showed that they performed statistically
significantly worse in section B (𝑥̅ =39.5) of the test when compared to section A (𝑥̅ = 64.6) (p <0.001).
The same analysis was carried out on the access students only which revealed that access student also
performed statistically significantly worse in section B (𝑥̅ =18.7) of the diagnostic test when compared
to section A (𝑥̅ =43.1) (p<0.001).
An analysis of performance by gender found that the mean values for male performance was higher
than females performance in both sections of the test, with the differences in mean performance being
statistically significantly different for section B, the problem solving section, of the test only (p < 0.05).
Statistically significantly poorer performances were found for international students in both sections
of the test (p<0.001) when compared with Irish students. Both Irish and International students
performed poorer in section B of the test compared to section A.
Discussion
All categories of students performed statistically significantly worse in section B (i.e. the problem
solving section) when compared to section A (the procedural section of the test). Engineering students
who were male and Irish were more likely to perform better in the diagnostic test than any other
student. However even this cohort of students performed statistically significantly worse in the
problem solving section of the diagnostic test when compared to the procedural section of the test.
These findings demonstrate that students have difficulty with applying basic mathematical concepts
to applied scenarios. This is despite the fact that the concepts required in the paired questions are
exactly the same. For example Q5 in section A requires students to calculate the difference in area
between a circle and a rectangle while the paired question in section B asked students to see how
much of a rectangular pool area is taken up by a circular jacuzzi contained in the rectangular pool.
Students performed statistically significantly worse in section B than A.
Such examples raise questions about how students are adapting to learning mathematics which is not
solely based on procedural skills and involves some level of real world thinking and
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contextualisation. Research has indicated that engineers are graduating with good knowledge of
fundamental engineering science and computer literacy but little ability to apply this in practice (Mills
and Treagust 2003). It appears from this preliminary research that such graduates are entering
undergraduate education with a poor ability to apply their mathematical knowledge also. This may
suggest that the potential issues occurring in second level mathematics education may also be present
in third level mathematics education.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Although initial studies into PM have indicated that students’ problem solving skills may have
improved in recent years (Treacy and Faulkner 2015) and that lecturers perceive students as being
more open to engaging with unseen maths problems (Prendergast et al 2017), this research indicates
that students ability to apply basic mathematical concepts to solve problems is not as strong as their
procedural ability when comparing the same concepts.
Although more longitudinal research is needed in this area to make more definite conclusions and
recommendations, this preliminary research suggests that more investment is needed in developing
students’ problem solving ability so that they can successfully engage with mathematics in contexts
that require more than just procedural fluency.
Engineering programmes as well as access education in which students are hoping to go onto
engineering programmes need to work on producing graduates who are able to adapt and apply their
learning. In order for this outcome to be achieved, improvements in the ability of students to problem
solve upon entry to higher education is needed. A focus should therefore be placed on second level
mathematics improvements in addition to an examination of a mathematics education system in third
level which should complement such second level improvements.
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